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Abstract

Social science lacks structured knowledge on how to produce reliable data from secondary sources
such as voting data or political career data. To fill this gap, this paper presents an overview of com-
mon issues in the collection of secondary data, as well as potential solutions. It identifies seven issue
dimensions: raw material access, information-point identification, source diversity, coding volume,
population stability, structural complexity and output diversity. Successfully managing data collection
from secondary sources requires insight into how a project scores on these dimensions, and also into
the solutions developed by others to fix these issues. This chapter aims to offer both.
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Understanding reality often requires us to build data from disordered secondary text sources (e.g.
books, parliamentary websites, legal documents, proceedings etc.), whereas reliable results require
reliable and organised data. However, currently significantlymore is known about producing reliable
survey data (e.g. Rosi, Wright & Anderson 2013, Gaines, Kuklinski & Quirk 2007) than about the
creation of reliable secondary data. Building data from secondary sources (e.g. biographical data
from yearbooks, political event data from newspapers, or ideological positions from parliamentary
proceedings) comes with its own challenges and solutions, these are the focus of this paper. My first
aim is to introduce a scheme that can be used for the a priori identification of likely issues in projects
where political science data is collected from secondary sources. My second key aim is to guide the
reader towards possible solutions. To achieve these aims, I present seven dimensions of complexity
in the obtainment, maintenance and retrieval of political science data from secondary sources, and
provide guidance towards best practices in dealing with these issues. These seven dimensions are raw
material access, information-point identification, source diversity, coding volume, population stability,
structural complexity and output diversity.

I start by introducing the data collection challenge of the The Political Careers & Political Capital
(PolCa) project. Next, I present a scheme that canbeused to a priori classify the complexity of political
science data-collection projects along seven issue dimensions. These issues are presented in the order
in which they typically occur in data collection projects. I then outline best practice for dealing with
each of these issues. The first solution, for example, explains how to transform raw information into a
data-table. At the end of the paper I describe how a central relational database can be used as a flexible
source of data that can be statistically analyzed.

Career data in the PolCa project

The Political Careers & Political Capital (PolCa) project functions as the running example of this
chapter. The goal of this project is to quantitatively investigate the monthly individual level political
career dynamics of all roughly 1300 Dutch parliamentarians who held a seat in the Dutch national
parliament between 1947 and 2012. The data needed for this project was not readily available for
statistical analysis, but was ‘trapped’ in qualitative archive formats such as websites with resumes (see
figure 1a) and printed tables with election outcomes in newspaper archives (see figure 1b). As such,
substantial data-processingwas required to select and shape the desired data into a format suitable for
statistical analysis.

2
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In terms of volume, this project required the extraction, coding, cleaning, restructuring and stor-
age of roughly ±30.000 job descriptions, ±4000 election lists, ±25 political parties, ±100 factions,
±1300 parliamentarians and±10.000 politicians that were not elected.

This project posed a variety of challenges typical to the collection of observational social science
data. First, the information-points2 available in these sources were sometimes hard to identify (e.g.
hidden in long sentences), and were often contested or incorrect. Second, information was spread
overmultiple sources (online CVs, scanned election lists) in diverse formats whichwere not appropri-
ate for statistical analysis. This requiredmerging (combining across sources), tabulating (moving raw
text to a table structure) and coding (categorising raw text into closed answer categories3) various raw
sources. Third, because the project concerned active politicians, the underlying information changed
frequently. Finally, a variety of output formats were needed to answer research questions about po-
litical career dynamics, depending on the kind of statistical analyses desired. This meant that it was
not possible to commit to one single data-format to store the data in.

Seven dimensions of complexity

Sound data is at the core of any empirical research project, yet how difficult it is to obtain, main-
tain, store and retrieve data varies considerably between research projects. There are seven conditions
under which these operations are particularly difficult. Each of these conditions can be seen as a con-
tinuous dimension that will be described in detail later in this chapter. Table 1 summarises these seven
dimensions. The data needed for the PolCa project scores high on five of these seven dimensions.

2I use the word information-point here to refer to a unique piece of information; e.g. a date of birth.
3for example labelling certain pre-parliamentary jobs as private sector jobs and others as public sector jobs

2
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Table 1: Summary of the seven dimensions of complexity in the creation of political science data
secondary sources

Stage Dimension Description
extraction raw material access effort required to obtain access to representative raw

material

extraction information-point
identification

effort required to identify an information-point in a
raw data source

extraction source diversity number of differently formatted raw sources that
need to be combined to form the final data-set

extraction coding volume number of information points that require manual
coding

maintenance population instabil-
ity

frequency of change in the target population and its
information-points

maintenance &
retrieval

structural complex-
ity

number of different units of analysis in the data and
the complexity of the relations between them

retrieval output diversity total number of different data formats needed for
analysis

RawMaterial Access

The first dimension of difficulty is raw material access - the effort required to obtain access to (rep-
resentative) raw material. A good example of a low raw material access condition is survey research
among a hard-to-reach group of respondents (e.g. CEOs of multinationals). On the other end of this
spectrumwe find those rare cases in which data is readily available. Governments, to give an instance,
sometimes offer data for research (i.e. ‘open data’, for example economic growth data). Raw mate-
rial access refers to the availability of information, not its quality. Key symptoms of low raw material
access are low response rates and missing cases. Since there are often patterns in the type of data that
is available and/or the kinds of people for whom data is available, when there are raw material access
issues, this risks creating biased samples. This subsequently threatens the external validity of findings.

Information-point identification

A second, related, dimension is the ease of information-point identification. Here, it is the structure
of the obtained information that plays a role. Ease of information-point identification refers to the
level of effort required to identify an information-point in a raw data-source. At the high end of
this spectrum are information points that require human identification. For example, in the PolCa
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project, job descriptions are high on the spectrum, and needed to be extracted from narrative biogra-
phies to be usable. At the low end of the spectrum are highly patterned raw data. For example
information-points that are already structured as data (i.e. .xlm files), or that can be automatically
extracted in a reliable manner (e.g. when the date of birth of a politician is always written in bold
at the same location in a document). Detecting information-point identification issues early is best
achieved through trial and error using pilot extractions on a small random sub-sample of the envi-
sioned source(s). The key issue to look out for is a lack of patterns in the placement and formatting
of information-points. Information-point identification is risky because manual extraction is time-
consuming and error prone.

source diversity

The third dimension of difficulty is the source diversity of the envisioned data: can all the data be col-
lected fromone environment (e.g. onewebsite), or is it spread overmany different sources? A ‘source’
is a set of information in a consistent format. A data-set may be built frommany data sources. Source
diversity refers to the number of differently formatted raw sources that needed to be combined to
form the envisioned data-set. Source diversity is categorised as low if all the required data comes from
one source, for example from one cross-sectional survey (e.g. 1000 cases, 1 source format). Whereas
source diversity is high when we need to combine a large number of sources, for example, the biogra-
phies of politicians from their personal, differently structured, websites (e.g. 1000 cases, 1000 source
formats). Source diversity increases when the number of formats increases (e.g. more websites, differ-
ently structured tables in a book). This issue is of such magnitude that social scientists often simply
focus on a single source to avoid source diversity, even when it is known that the information that
their one selected source provides is incomplete or biased. To obtain an early impression of source
diversity, the researcher can list the total number of sources, and inspect the consistency of formats
in a random test sample. Key symptoms of high source diversity are mismatches between cases across
sources, and a focus on a limited number of cases. The key risk of this is that itmay generate an unrep-
resentative and/or under-powered sub-sample of the target population. The software and algorithms
that can be used to deal with high source diversity are outlined later in this chapter.

Coding volume

The coding volume is the amount of manual coding required. This constitutes the fourth dimension
of complexity. Coding4 here refers to the practice of categorisation by assigning an identical ‘code’
(i.e. label/tag/classification) to raw information-points that are similar in some way. Indeed, large
amounts of secondary data are generated without statistical analysis in mind, and therefore need to

4Coding volume is not the same as information-point identification, although this term is sometimes - incorrectly -
used in its stead. Extracting and cleaning numerical data (e.g. dates of birth, data from income statements) should be
considered an information-point identification problem, not a coding problem.

2
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be classified before they can be analysed. For example, beforewe can analyse the number of ‘managers’
or ‘teachers’ among parliamentarians, we need to first assign the International Standard Code of Oc-
cupations (ISCO085) to raw-text job descriptions. Another example of coding is when closed answer
categories are assigned to open questions in survey data, for example, when closed answer categories
(i.e. pre-printed options) are used (e.g. DeBell 2013) to gauge subjects’ political knowledge. The latter
gives subjects cues that bias the results towards successful retrieval of knowledge. It would have been
better to use an open question (i.e. a blank text field), the reason that this is typically the amount of
manual coding that would be required subsequently to classify (i.e. grade) these raw text answers (as
being either correct or incorrect). Coding is typically very labour-intensive and this renders high cod-
ing volumes a major issue in some projects. Schrodt and van Brackle (2013), for example, estimated
the costs of manually coding newspaper records for the global political event data-set that they coded
automatically to be around 500,000 labour hours, or 10 million US dollars.

Population instability

The fifth dimension of complexity is population instability. While the previous issues applied primar-
ily to the extraction (i.e.‘data-building’) stage of projects, population instability mainly concerns the
maintenance of data. Population instability refers to the frequency of change in the target population
and its information-points. Cross sectional surveys are at the low end of the population instability
scale, with all information that we will ever know about a subject collected at one point in time. At
the high end of the scale is longitudinal observational panel data of varying quality on living individ-
uals that requires continued updating, such as political biographical data. A panel survey would fall
somewhere in the middle of this scale. Here, batches with additional information-points are found
at set intervals, but we are unlikely to regularly ‘go back’ into our data to update and/or correct single
information-points. In contrast, in an observational panel, such updates often turn out to be neces-
sary. In data on the biographies of politicians, for example, relatively minor instability occurs on a
monthly basis (e.g. with politicians leaving parliaments and new politicians coming in), and bigger
changes occur every few years (e.g. cabinet reshuffles, national elections). The complexity of data col-
lection efforts goes up substantially when population instability increases - the reason being that our
data-processing pipeline can no longer be linear (working from step A to Z until the data is ‘done’),
but instead becomes iterative (the possibility of easily updating data becomes a necessity). Popula-
tion stability issues express themselves in a variety of forms. A classic symptom is the occurrence of
false duplicates; for example, when subjects in a panel survey occur multiple times in the data under
slightly different names. A second symptom is outdated data, particularly when information-points
are multiplied across multiple flat (I use the word ‘flat’ file here to refer to a data-format that does

5http://www.ilo.org/public/english/bureau/stat/isco/isco08/
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not include a specified structural relationship between records6) data-files. Updating them can then
become very time-intensive. As a result, data-sets from unstable populations often end up (partially)
outdated. There is therefore a relationship between population instability and data quality. In fact, if
our envisioned sources are known to be incomplete and/or unreliable (e.g. short journalistic sources),
we can foresee a future need to frequently update information-points. Symptom-wise, the extent to
which data is (partially) outdated can be hard to detect. Data integrity scripts, built with the explicit
purpose of checking the internal consistency of data (e.g. if we count the number of women again,
can we cross reference this with the cohort level sum we have elsewhere) can be used. The main risk
of having high population instability is that it produces a data-set that, due to inefficient updating
procedures and time constraints, ends up being either outdated and incomplete or both.

Structural complexity

The sixth issue dimension is the structural complexity of the phenomenon that we are trying to cap-
ture with our secondary data. This is sometimes referred to as ‘nestedness’, in the multi-level mod-
elling literature (Snijders & Bosker 1999). It refers to the number of different units of analysis in
the data, and the complexity of the relationships between them. Survey data, for example, has low
structural complexity. There is one unit of analysis: the respondent, and there are typically no rela-
tionships between respondents. Political biographical data has high structural complexity; there are
several units of analysis (politicians, parties, parliaments, countries) with clear relationships between
them (politicians have a seat in certain parliaments, are a member of a political party).

There are two key issues researchers face when confronted with high structural complexity. The
first issue is a mismatch between the data-format of the input data and the desired data-format or
‘dataframe’ (a dataframe is a table in which the columns represent variables, such as ‘age’, and the
rows represent cases, for example, individual politicians’ names) of the output data. This means that
before it can be used, data has to be restructured, which is time-intensive, often requires aggregation,
and consequently leads to information loss. As such, high structural complexity is particularly prob-
lematic when source diversity is high and/or population stability is low. When this is the case, a large
number of data-points need to be updated, evenwhen the number of underlying information-points
changed is small.

The second sub-issue is internal data-integrity. This refers to both 1) the extent to which all data-
points in a data-set that should have the same value actually do have the same value, and 2) the extent
to which derived data-points are based on the same underlying data. Imagine a scenario where we
find that the birth-date of one of our respondents was incorrect and needs to be changed. In data
with high structural complexity, such a seemingly simple information-point update can be highly

6For example a .csv file with so called ‘parliamentary episode data’ where every row represents one instance when a
politician was in a certain parliament (e.g. Bougue, Clubb, McKibbin & Traugott 1976). This can be contrasted with a
‘relational’ data structure, like an SQL database, that would represent such an episode as a relation between politicians
and parliaments, both of which would be stored in different data-tables.
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problematic. Only updating this one variable would not be a problem, but in a flat data-file there
are often many other variables whose values depend on this value; for example the age at which this
respondent entered a variety of occupations, and the average age of respondents in a certain cohort.
This domino effect is easily forgotten when a data-set is built for the first time. Flat data-files do not
enforce the internal data-integrity of a data-set. As a result, internal inconsistencies easily slip into data
with high structural complexity. This leads to a situation where a multiplicity of variables that are
based on slightly different underlying data sit alongside each other in the same data-set. Such internal
inconsistencies are typically hard to detect, yet are clearly damaging to validity of our analysis7. Figure
11 shows such an example. The larger the number of entities, and the more complex the relationships
between them, the higher the structural complexity of the phenomenon under study.

Output diversity

The seventh and final dimension of complexity is the project’s output diversity. Output diversity is
low when one data-structure suffices to answer all the questions we would like to ask our data. It is
high when a variety of data formats are needed for our analysis. For example, the output diversity
of political biographical data is fairly high. Some analyses require parliamentary episode data, with
the state of politicians’ careers at the start of parliamentary terms, others require yearly or monthly
episodes. The format the data needs to be in to answer different research questions strongly influences
the format the data should be stored in. If the research question is on the individual level (e.g. the
effect of a politician’s gender on the chance of obtaining a seat in parliament), then a data-set contain-
ing only aggregate data about parliaments will not be the right format to answer this question. When
output diversity is high, data-collection efforts become more complex. The key reason for this is that
the underlying data-structures need to facilitate a variety of output formats. The currently common
social science research practice is to avoid output diversity and focus on certain units of analysis, of-
ten delineated across sub-fields within scientific disciplines (e.g. parliamentary scholars have mainly
looked at parliamentary episode data, and gender in politics scholars at parliaments). Research teams
are highly reluctant to restructure data once it has been collected in a certain format because doing
so is very time-intensive. As a result whole research fields risk being locked into sub-optimal data-
formats. This narrows the scope of research to questions that can be answered with already available
data, or, potentially even worse, it may force researchers to test ideas against data at the wrong level of
aggregation. A prime example of the latter is the tendency of political elite scholars to look at the char-
acteristics of parliaments and project these characteristics upon the individuals in these parliaments
(see Chapter 4 of this thesis and Patzelt 1999 for an review of this issue). The level of output diversity
of projects is often higher than can be initially foreseen.

Having outlined seven key conditions under which the extraction of data from archives is partic-
7To assess the structural complexity of a phenomenon under study a so-called Entity RelationshipDiagram (Hernan-

dez, 2013) can be drawn.
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ularly difficult, I now delineate the best-practices for dealing with these issues when they arise.

Using regular expressions to deal with information-point iden-
tifiability issues

Information-point identifiability refers to the effort required to identify an information-point in a raw
data source so that it can be stored in a table format. The typical social science data management an-
swer to problems with low information-point identifiability is manual extraction. Such copy/paste
exercises may be unavoidable in some extreme cases, yet, researchers often fall back on this practice
even in cases when it is unnecessary. In themajority of cases, so called ‘regular expressions’ can be used
to avoid manual work, thereby replacing time-consuming and error-prone manual copy/paste work
with automated extraction. This common information technology practice uses meta-characters8 to
look for complex patterns in text, forming an advanced search language. A fully-developed introduc-
tion to regular expressions is beyond the scope of this text, but it is important to emphasise the ‘magic’
of regular expressions. Regular expressions allow for search pattern specifications that go far beyond
the literal text searches that we as social scientists are used to. It is, for example, quite easy to design a
regular expression that reliably and autonomously extracts a date from a piece of raw text, even when
this date is embedded in a raw-text in a highly inconsistent way (e.g. 24-01-1954, 01/24/1954, twenty-
four January 1954, 24th Jan 1954). As an illustration, the following regular expression can be used to
extract a variety of differently written dates.

(jan|feb|apr|(ma|me)|jun|jul|sep|(okt|oct)|nov|dec|[0-9]).{1,10}?[0-9]{4}

The regular expression instructs regular expression enabled software to look for a text string that
endswith something that looks like a year (a number ‘[0-9]’ of ‘4’ four digits) and startswith anumber
or three letter combinations that indicate months across a variety of languages. Here, the so called
meta-character [0 − 9] is used to indicate ‘any number’. The resulting extraction is shown in figure
2. This is just one of many examples of the kind of advanced pattern searches that regular expressions
enable.

Figure 2: Example output from simple date extraction regex

Multiple regular expressions can be tied together to reliably and automatically extract large vol-
umes of information-points from raw sources. In such a setup, the onlymanual extraction required is

8A character that refers to an underlying set of characters that share a certain characteristic. ‘[0-9]’ for example refers
to all numbers

2
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for those (in the PolCa project roughly 1%) cases that are so rare that it is not worth our time develop-
ing a regular expression to extract them. As such, regular expressions can make seemingly unfeasible
extraction processes doable. Social scientists without specific training in programming can learn how
to use basic regular expressions in a matter of days, while mastering them can take several weeks.

The relative balance between these twomodes of extraction (manual copy/pastingVS automated
extraction) depends on the other complexity dimensions. When source diversity is high, for example,
one should be also careful to not over invest in source specific regular expressions because there are
many different sources that will requite many different regular expressions. When it is low, however,
one should not under invest: in the latter case a reliable extractor is theoretically worth days of work,
and should thus be developed even when its development itself takes, for instance, a day. It is also
easier to replicate automated extractions. Automated extraction is less important when population
instability is low. If data does not need to be updated on a regular basis, manual cleanup work only
needs to be done once.

The majority of data-processing tools (e.g. Python, R, Stata, etc.) support the use of regular ex-
pressions. What specific tool(s) to use depends on the extraction problem at hand. PowerGREP is a
particularly powerful tool that requires little programming experience, but still facilitates fully auto-
mated extraction. Python, R and Stata all have excellent support for the use of regular expressions,
but allow less interaction with the data. A consequence of this is that extraction errors are more likely
to go unnoticed. If the information-point identifiability issues are of a particularly problematic na-
ture, semi-automatic suggested extractionmight need to be combinedwithmanual cleaning. For this,
Excel - although out of vogue by mainstream data-science - remains unrivalled. Custom Excel func-
tions (written inVisual Basic) can be used to carry out automated extractions that are based on regular
expressions. Working in Excel has the benefit that users canmanually overwrite suggested extractions
easily.

Figure 3 illustrates this process. In this example, the regular expressions used are embedded in
custom Excel functions9 called ‘GetStart’ or ‘CleanDate’. The cell marked in red contains an extrac-
tion error. The numerals ‘08’ in the company name are mistakenly recognised as representing a day
in February. The user has manually fixed this, as can be seen in the cell containing ‘feb2002’.

Figure 3: Custom Excel functions example, with regular expression error and manual overwrite

Figure 4 outlines key considerations when picking an information-point identification strategy.
When it comes to the level to which fully-automated extraction is possible, it is important to make

9https://support.office.com/en-us/article/create-custom-functions-in-excel-2f06c10b-3622-40d6-a1b2-b6748ae8231f
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a distinction between information-points that are identifiable with deterministic rules (e.g. format
based) and those cases where human verification is needed (e.g. extractions based on natural lan-
guage). An example of a deterministic extraction is when we can use the location of information-
points (e.g. always at the top of the page) or their font (e.g. the names of politicians always occur with
font-size 12 and bold in the document). Another example would be those cases where the document
itself contains deterministic signalling labels, for example: “Born: ...” always occurring in the text,
with the first date after that keyword being the birth-date. In this case, we can transform our docu-
ments to a .html format and use HTML formatting tags (e.g. < h1 >My heading< /h1 >, which
indicates a relatively large font page title) for our extraction. Such automated extractions are typically
very reliable, and consequently do not require human verification. Sometimes, however, the onlyway
to find an information-point is by using natural language. In these cases, we can often still use regu-
lar expressions, albeit with greater complexity, because we need to capture more variations10. These
kinds of extractions are typically less reliable11 and consequently often require human verification.

Figure 4: Decision tree, picking an information-point identification strategy

In the PolCa project, it was necessary to extract biographical information-points from flat .html
files. The combination of PowerGREP (for deterministic extractions) and custom Excel functions
(for semi-automated extractions) turned out to be the best solution for this specific extraction prob-
lem. Figure 5 sketches what the data processing pipeline looks like in this case. The input of this
pipeline was raw text-files (e.g. .txt, .html or .pdf files). Its output was data in a table format (with
cases in the rows and variables in the columns).

10I found for example that there are about ten different ways in which the Dutch language was used in narrative bi-
ographies to describe the birth-dates of politicians, hence to extract them a combination of ten simple regular expressions
sufficed.

11It is worth noting that developments in the area of artificial intelligence mediated natural language processing have
been making rapid progress (see Young et al. 2017 for an excellent review). When these methods become available to
applied users they are likely to mitigate information-point identification issues considerably.
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Figure 5: General sketch of an extraction pipeline when facedwith information-point identifiability
issues

Dealing with high source diversity: Naturally occurring identi-
fiers & computer assisted value by value triangulation

Data collectionprojectswith high source diversity (number of differently formatted raw sources) come
with three key difficulties. The first is the information-point identification issue just discussed, the
remaining two issues are matching and triangulation.

When different information-points on the same unit of analysis need to be extracted from com-
plementary sources, we are faced with the challenge of matching units of analysis across sources; for
example, when we are trying to answer the research question of if parliamentarians are less active in
their last term (e.g. Bailer & Ohmura 2018). In this case, we need to combine politicians’ behaviour
in parliament with their biographies. These two pieces of information occur in different sources. In
such a case the aim is to assign information-points correctly to the unique unit of analysis (e.g. politi-
cian) they belong to. Social scientist normally do such matching manually, by looking up primary
identifiers (single data-points - e.g. a number (1,2,3 .. n) - that uniquely identify one specific unit in a
dataframe). This typically involves carrying out a text-search for a name in a dataframe, andmanually
typing in the number identified into the new source. When automation is attempted, which is still
an exception, typically a so-called ‘unsupervised fuzzy matching procedure’ is used. An example of
this is using the ‘merge’ or ‘stringdist’ functions in R. These algorithms’ approach is to use Optimal
Matching - measuring how close names are to each other - and automatically return the identifier of
matches thatmeet a certain threshold. Bothmanualmatching and unsupervised fuzzymatching have
strengths andweaknesses. Unsupervised automatedmatching is fast and can deal with a large volume
of cases. It is, however, quite unreliable. Manual matching is reliable, but slow, and thus problematic
when dealing with large volumes.

When information-points on the same unit of analysis are extracted from overlapping sources
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(e.g. two different biographies of the same politician) researchers are - besides the need for matching
- also faced with the challenge of triangulating (i.e. cross-verifying) information-points. Currently,
social scientist typically either avoid triangulation of overlapping data-points (e.g. by prioritising one
source over another) or do it manually. Figure 6 outlines key considerations when choosing how to
deal with source diversity.

Figure 6: Decision tree, dealing with source diversity

Solving matching issues

As soon as there is a need for data tobe combinedbetweenmultiple sources, itwill have tobematched.
Manual matching is only desirable when the number of cases is very small (say smaller than N=200).
Manualmatching is reliable, but slow, and thus inappropriate to usewhendealingwith large volumes.
As outlined in figure 6, there are basically twomainways of proceedingwith (semi-)automatedmatch-
ing. We can either use a matching algorithm, like Optimal Matching (OM) or Probabilistic Record
Linkage (PRL) (Enamorado, Fifield & Imai 2018) or use naturally occurring identifiers.

Where possible, the use of naturally occurring identifiers (identifiers that are built up fromone or
more meaningful unit specific information-points that uniquely identify this unit) is preferred. This
method is easier to implement and more tractable, yet, to enable naturally occurring identifiers to be
used, a set of variables with enough discriminatory value to distinguish cases/observations needs to
be available, which is not always the case. For example, if only the last name of a politician is avail-
able, since multiple politicians could have the same last name, using only the last name as a naturally
occurring identifier is thus not feasible, because this variable lacks discriminatory value.

If naturally occurring identifiers cannot be used, we can use ‘deterministic’ optimal matching
(OM) or probabilistic record linkage. With OM, for example, we measure how close names are to
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each other (in terms of the minimal number of characters that need to be changed to turn one name
into another), and then the algorithm returns the numerical identifier of the the matches that meet
a certain threshold. Another promising approach for doing algorithm based matching is through
probabilistic record linkage (Enamorado, Fifield & Imai 2018, R-package ‘fastLink’).

For the PolCa project and this thesis, a combination of automated matching and naturally occur-
ring primary identifiers was used, as the number of cases was too large to process manually. Naturally
occurring primary identifiers are identifiers that are built up from one or more meaningful, unit spe-
cific information-points that uniquely identify this unit. For example, the numerical primary iden-
tifier for Mark Rutte - the current prime minister of the Netherlands - in the archive of the Dutch
Parliamentary Documentation Center (PDC) is ‘02396’. His naturally occurring primary identifier
that I use is ‘Rutte_Mark_1967’.

When faced with source diversity issues, if possible, it is very helpful to replace numerical - non-
meaningful - identifiers with naturally occurring identifiers. This seemingly trivial detail creates one
crucial difference. While in the currently typical practice, adding (new) information to an existing
unit of analysis requires the researcher to look up the primary identifier, this is not necessary in the
new approach. When naturally occurring primary identifiers are used, the primary identifier is built
up from data-points in the ‘to be added’ source itself. This obviates the need to look up this unit of
analysis by its numerical primary identifier. This saves time andminimises false negatives (incorrectly
not matching), as well as false positives (incorrectly matching). With this procedure, in many cases
an unambiguous match between the units of analysis in the target data (previously collected data)
and the new (to be merged-in) data will be possible without the need for any (manual) information
exchange between those two dataframes.

This approach can be strengthened further by using standardised cleanup procedures before the
generation of the naturally occurring primary identifiers. If, for example, the last name of a person is
used as a part of the individual’s primary identifier - as is the case in my thesis data - then we should
pre-process this name into a standardised format. For the primary identifier (NL_Kraneveldt_Mar-
got_1967) for ‘Margot Kraneveldt-van der Veen’, for example, the cleanup rule which states that the
maiden-name should always be used is important, because NL_Kraneveldt_vanderVeen_1967 could
be incorrectly recognised as a different person.

Figure 7 sketches thematching procedure that was used in this thesis. This is the procedure to im-
plement when naturally occurring identifiers can be used. The procedure is semi-automated, mean-
ing that much of the work is done for us, although manual verification is still necessary. First, the
computer processes all the exact matches (see A in figure 7). Subsequently, I ran a fuzzy matching
algorithm on the none-exact matches. Suggested matches are then presented to the user, who either
accepts or rejects the suggested matches. The algorithm then processes these decisions (see node E
in figure 7). Figure 8 shows an example of the table through which the user and the algorithms can
interact.
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Figure 7: A procedure for the reliable semi-automated matching and triangulation of data when
faced with medium source diversity

Figure 8: Example of a table throughwhich the user and the algorithm interact when applying semi-
automated matching with naturally occurring primary identifiers and OM mediated match sugges-
tions
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Solving triangulation issues

As outlined in Figure 6, when information-points on the same unit of analysis are extracted from
overlapping sources, we need to triangulate their values. What is key here is the question if we have
the same information for different cases (e.g. politicians) or different information on the same cases.
If, for example, we collect place of birth of a politician from source A and that individual’s behaviour
in parliament from source B, than we need to match each politician mentioned in source B with the
correct politician in source A. If, however, we have two different sources, both talking about the same
information point (e.g. place of birth) than we should triangulate.

Triangulation is, fromanalgorithmicpoint of view, a straightforwardprocedure. Whenan information-
point is suggested from a new source, an algorithm checks if this information-point already occurs in
the data. If it does, the algorithm checks if the old and the new information points are the same (see B
in figure 7). If they are, itmoves to the next information-point from the import. If not, it asks the user
what to do. Often, values will be the same; for example, when the birth-date for the same individual is
triangulated from two different sources, it is very likely that both sources will suggest the same value.
In this case, there is no need for the algorithm to concern the user with this information. However,
when values are not the same (for example when the data on which a politician left parliament differs
between sources), the user needs be alerted so that they canmake a decision (see D in figure 7). When
the nature of our data is such that many decisions of this kind need to be made, we must make sure
that we facilitate this decisionmaking process for the user, for example, with a graphical interface that
automatically retrieves and displays auxiliary information whichmight be required tomake this deci-
sion. An interface similar to the one suggested in figure 8 can be used for this purpose, with additional
columns displaying additional information if required12.

Dealing with large coding volumes

Coding is the act of assigning identical ‘codes’ (i.e. labels / tags / classifications) to raw information-
points that are similar in a way that interests us; for example, categorising job descriptions of politi-
cians as being either ‘political’ or ‘regular’ jobs. When coding volumes are large (say, more than 1000
pieces of raw-text data), it may be worthwhile using amore advanced coding pipeline than the typical
social science research practice of manual coding in Microsoft Excel. The key issue with large coding
volumes is the processing time involved. Social scientists typically try tocode as little data as possi-
ble. A good example of this is the practice of asking open questions with closed answer categories,
such as when respondents in the American National Election Survey13 are asked to categorise their
occupational status into one of sixteen answer categories.

There are roughly four ways of executing coding work: manual coding, keyword based coding,
12My Parliamentary Careers in Comparison project colleague Elena Frech provided this key insight.
13https://electionstudies.org, see VAR 000919
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Figure 9: Decision tree, dealing with large coding volumes

machine learning and using specialised semi-automated coding software like the online coding plat-
form CodeThing. Figure 9 outlines which type of coding is appropriate when.

Manual coding is possiblewhen samples are small. It becomesdesirable to code semi-automatically
when sample sizes become larger (say more than +/- 500 information-points). Because this method
is more tractable and easier to replicate, of the three semi-automatic methods, deterministic keyword
based coding should be preferred over more ‘advanced’ methods. An example of deterministic key-
word based coding rules is to always assign code ‘z’, whenever words ‘x’ (and ‘y’) occur. Successfully
defining such deterministic rules is not always possible. Such rules are sensitive to spelling errors in the
source document (e.g. ‘prime-miniser’), incomplete code-word lists (we missed ‘minister-president’)
and/or unconventional formulations (e.g. ‘leading the ministerial council’). How well deterministic
keyword based coding works differs between cases. The only way to assess whether it will be success-
ful is by carrying out a pre-test. In the best case, mismatches can be treated as measurement errors. In
theworst case scenario, only a handful of cases can be coded in a straightforwardmanner (i.e. without
much manual tinkering with the word-list). If pre-tests of the coding suggest the latter scenario, an
alternative coding strategy is necessary. In this case, coding by means of machine learning is worth
exploring, especially when the number of observations is relatively large (say more than 1000 obser-
vations), and the number of categories is relatively small (say less than 5). The methods that have
come to be known by the common name ‘machine learning’ refer to a wide range of ‘self-learning’
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algorithms capable of detecting and using patterns in training data (i.e. data that was codedmanually
before by the researcher that the algorithm needs to train itself) to classify data that the algorithm
has not seen before. Not being particularly intelligent - just yet(?) - such algorithms typically need
quite rather large amounts of data and can deal with only relatively few coding categories. If this
condition is encountered, spending time to train a so-called ‘classifier’, which will then automatically
code new data is of value. These classifiers do need manually coded data-sets to work, yet the size
of the training data-set can in some cases be relatively small. Once trained, such algorithms can be
used to process very large quantities of data with very little human supervision. The books byHastie,
Tibshirani, Friedman (2009) and Alphaydin (2010) offer a good introduction to machine learning.
If the conditions are not met, for either deterministic keyword based coding, or machine learning,
semi-automated coding software such as the online coding platform CodeThing can be used.

CodeThing was developed in relation to this thesis project. In the project, about 46.000 raw text
job-descriptions, provided by politicians themselves upon their first entry into parliament, had to
be coded into closed answer categories signifying different types of jobs. Trial coding revealed that
keyword based coding was not possible, and that the number of categories relative to the number of
to-be-coded observations was too large for machine learning algorithms to be practicable. In order to
overcome these issues, I established a collaboration with a commercial party to develop new online
software. The software that resulted from this collaboration usemachine learning to speed up coding
and can be used by a team of people to work together to code raw text entries. This software is called
‘CodeThing’ (see codething.net) and is available for use on a donation basis.

In technical terms, CodeThing offers four key functions. Firstly, it allows multiple users to work
on the same data. Secondly, it separates coding decisions from their batch processing, always first
asking users to select one of the available categories (codes), and subsequently assisting users with
assigning that label to as large a set of other raw text entries as possible that alsomatch that code (‘batch
coding’). Thirdly, it contains a simple specialisation algorithm which shows to-be-coded entries that
startwith the same characters in sequence. Finally, the software usesmachine learning to suggest codes
to the user on the basis of observed relationships between the words that occur in the raw entries and
the codes in the data. To this date, I have (including in other projects) manually coded over 300.000
entries using CodeThing. I advise anybody confronted with a large volume of coding to consider
using this software. It takes a new user about 10 hours to become fully familiar with using it.

Dealing with population instability: using a relational database
to minimise information-point redundancy

Most social scientists still store their data in ‘flat’ data files (e.g. one Excel/Stata/SPSS datafile with
data organised at one unit of analysis). This is the format needed for the most commonly used
statistical analysis software, yet, this format can become a hindrance when population instability is
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high. The major obstacle here is information-point redundancy. This is the extent to which non-
unique information-points occur in a data-file. The greater the information-point redundancy of
a data-structure, the bigger the problem of sample instability of a project will be. The reason for
this is that updating data-files becomes increasingly difficult when they contain numerous redundant
information-points. The rate of information-point redundancy can be calculated by dividing the
number of information-points by the number of data-points.

IPR =
#information-points

#data-points
(1)

Here, information-points are unique pieces of information (e.g. a date of birth). Data-points are
values in a data-table (e.g. the same date of birth stored multiple times in a dataframe that contains
repeated measures of politicians across time). If a file only contains variables that vary along its main
unit of analysis (i.e. all individual level characteristics in a person/variable file), then its information-
point redundancy is 0 (zero). If this is not the case, the value moves towards 1 (one)14.

When population instability is high, data requires frequent updating. We can distinguish be-
tween three types of updates: 1) extra cases are added, 2) extra information-points are added to already
existing cases, and 3) new information-points are updated after triangulation with already available
information-points.

Information-point redundancy increases the effort required for each of these three types of up-
dates. When extra cases are added,we cannot just add the case itself, butwe alsoneed toupdate derived
variables (i.e. if a newpolitician is added to a party-group, this also influences party characteristics, like
the number of female party representatives). When extra information-points are added, information-
point redundancy will often mean that this information cannot just be added once, but needs to be
added multiple times across multiple data-points, because the same variable value is repeated across
multiple cells. Take, for example, when we want to update the left/right score of a political party in
a dataframe on the level of individual politicians. In this case, instead of one cell, we need to update
as many cells as there are politicians representing this party. Information-point redundancy is even
more problematic when triangulation is required. First, we are confronted with the question of what
(hopefully consistent) ‘existing value’ to take (e.g. left/right score of the party mentioned on line one
for politician one, or on line two for politician two, three?). Second, once a decision is made about
which of the two values is the correct one to use, we need to update not just one cell, but all of the
cells that contain this information-point, or whose values are indirectly based on it.

14Consider for example, a flat data-file with 60 politicians nested in three political parties, five variables of which are
individual level variables and five are party-level variables. The total number of information points for the politician level
data here is 300 (60*5). For the political parties this number is 15 (3*5). When stored in a flat data-file - with party level
information-points repeated across politicians - each politician would have 10 columns of data (five for the politician’s
own values and five for the party the individual is amember of). This data-structure would thus get an information-point
redundancy score of ((300 + 15) / (60*10) = 0.525). In other words: this data could have been stored in 47.5% less cells than
is currently the case.
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The blessings of a relational database

A well established solution among IT specialists - but still surprisingly unpopular among social sci-
entists - is to store data in a so-called relational database. Given how well relational databases work,
and their widespread use in other information intensive (scientific) disciplines, the lack of popularity
of relational databases among social scientists is potentially somewhat surprising.

A full introduction to relational databases is beyond the scope of this paper, however. should
further information on databases be required I can recommend Hernandez (2013). It is, however,
valuable to review some basic principles here. One key principle of a relational data-structure is that
information-points that refer to one unit of analysis are stored in separate dataframes; for example,
one dataframe that contains all of the static (not time-varying) characteristics of politicians (e.g. gen-
der, name, date of birth). The second key building block of a relational database is that date-frames
contain references to other dataframes. These are cells that connect dataframes with each other across
units of analysis. If, building on the earlier example, we decided that instead of repeating the left/right
score of a party across all politicians, wewould instead store party level information in a small 3*2 data-
matrix that contains the left/right score of all three parties, whichwe simply refer to as ‘party 1, 2 and 3’
in our politician data, then the data-structure we would have built a relational data-structure. When
designed well, each information-point only occurs once in such a structure. As a result, complicated
updating procedures for derived and/or duplicated variables are no longer necessary when new cases
and/or new information-points are added, or triangulation is required. A well-designed relational
data-structure can therefore be very versatile. Given its importance, the specific outline of the rela-
tional database that I developed for the PolCa project is discussed in detail in the next chapter of this
thesis.

It is however not always necessary to store data in ‘relational’ data structures, in some cases, a
flat data-file suffices. Figure 10 specifies the data-format that is appropriate under specific conditions.
When the data is focused on one unit of analysis, which is for example the case with cross-sectional
survey data, storage in one flat dataframe often suffices. A flat data-format might also suffice when
it is known with certainty that only one data-format is needed for the required statistical analysis -
say a survey experiment for which the hypotheses have been preregistered. Finally, it is important
to consider how often data will need to be updated (i.e. to take into account the level of population
instability). This is an important consideration, becauseupdatingdata in a relational database ismuch
easier than it is in a flat data-file. Finally, using a relational database is a good idea when the structural
complexity of the data is high because in this case storing data in a flat datafile will lead to particularly
high information-point redundancy.
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Figure 10: Decision tree. Deciding between a flat data-file or a relational database

Tackling structural complexity with a relational database

Structural complexity refers to the number of different units of analysis in our data, and the complex-
ity of the relationships between these units. Here again, a relational database is the answer. As illus-
trated above, storing phenomena that are structurally complex in flat data files leads to information
loss and internal inconsistency within data-sets, and requires unnecessarily time-intensive procedures
for updating. A well-designed relational database only stores each information-point once, thereby
enforcing internal integrity, because information-points that only occur once cannot possibly have
two different values. Also, with a relational database, we do not need to commit to one specific unit
of analysis upfront, thusminimising potential information loss. Data is stored on the level it occurs in
the structure it occurs in. Finally, when the data does require updating, only single information-point
values need to be changed.

It is important to note here in order to minimise structural complexity issues, a database needs to
be well designed. It is thus advisable to seek advice from an IT specialist at some point in the process.
The following basic principles will help to get started: use one unit of analysis per dataframe, link
yourdataframeswith identifiers, and avoid redundancy. Ahelpful startingpointwhendesigning your
database is to sketch a so-called entity-relationshipmodel: a sketch of the units of analysis in your data,
the variables stored for eachunit, and the relationships between them. For illustrative purposes, I have
included a part of the entity relationship diagram from the PolCa project. The complete structure is
presented in the next thesis chapter.

Figure 11 shows a snippet of the PolCa project’s database structure. Figure 11 shows four units of
analysis: politicians, parliaments, resume entries (code descriptions of a single political job with a start
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Figure 11: Snippet of the PolCa project’s database structure16

and an end date) and parliamentary episodes (membership of a politician in one ormore parliaments).
Following thedesignprinciples outlined above, notehowthese differentunits of analysis each get their
owndataframe. The second thing to notice is the use of identifiers to define the relationships between
the dataframes. Parliaments, for example, are assigned a ‘parliament_id’, and politicians a ‘pers_id,
while the relationship between them (what pers(_id) was in what parliament(_id)) is captured in the
parliamentary episode dataframe. Figure 11 illustrates how four tables with some well-placed identi-
fiers allow for the non-redundant (information point redundancy = 0) storage of relatively complex
career data in an intuitive format that facilitates data updates. Here, there are no redundant infor-
mation points. Following the formula provided above for calculating information-point redundancy
(IPR), the IPR of this data in a flat-data format would be approximately 0.96 15. This means that if a
flat data file were to be used to store this data, updating one information-point would require about 25
data-points to be changed. This illustrates the tremendous value of a relational data-structure when
the structural complexity of the phenomenon studied is high.

Dealing with output diversity: using SQL

The final dimension of complexity identified above is the output diversity of a project: the total num-
ber of different data formats needed for analysis. Social scientists typically restructure their data ei-
thermanually, or byusing specific data-structuremanipulationpackages in statistical analysis software

15The value dependsmainly on the average number of parliamentary episodes per politician and the number of resume
entries per politician. For theDutch parliament data this value is: 1/(number of people on average in one parliament*nr of
variables), say 175 for the Netherlands, 1/(175*3)=1/525 . For the Dutch national politician data this value is (1/(the average
number of times in parliament*nr of variables) 1/(5*5)=1/25. For the resume entry data it is (1/(the average number of
times in parliament*number of variables), (1/(5*2)) = 1/25. Weighing for how many more data-points there are in the
resume entry (*4000) and politician (*100) dataframe resulting in an overall value of (1/525) + (1/25)*10 + (1/25)*4000 /
(1+10+4000) = 0.040. 1-0.040 = 0.96
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(such as the dplyr package in R). Manual restructuring, however, is time-intensive and error-prone,
whereas data-structure manipulation packages are relatively hard to use. Neither practice solves the
problem of information loss resulting from the choice of an initial data-structure and the often in-
evitable aggregation steps involved in creating that data. The solution to high output diversity again
comes from computer science in the form of Structured Query Language (SQL) - a language devel-
oped in the 1980s, as databases were becoming popular, with the specific aim of facilitating the extrac-
tion and manipulation of data in relational databases. Until recently, the major hurdle to using SQL
was the need to set up a database server, but this obstacle has now been removed. An example of SQL
use without a server is the ‘sqldf’ package in R. At the core of SQL we find the query: a structured
machine readable request to a database system for certain information in a specified format. Specify-
ing this request in a way that a database system can understand requires the use of a StructuredQuery
Language like SQLite or MySQL. For illustrative purposes I include three such queries - and their re-
sults - below. A somewhat data-minded social scientist can learn basic SQL in a matter of hours, and
master it in several weeks. The SQL tutorial offered by the commercial company ‘mode’17 is a good
starting point for learning how use SQL queries.

Building on the data-structure outlined in figure 11, if we wanted to know the name and birthday
of all politicians born after 1985, we would write:

Listing 1: SQL query that selects all politicians born after 1985

SELECT
pers_id , birth_date

FROM
POLI

WHERE
birth_year > 1985

This query returns the following result:

pers_id birth_date
1 NL_Bashir_Farshad_1988 1988-01-14
2 NL_Klaver_Jesse_1986 1986-05-01
3 ... ...

17https://community.modeanalytics.com/sql/tutorial/introduction-to-sql/
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If we wanted to know which politician was a member of what parliament, we would write:

Listing 2: SQL query that returns who was a member of what parliament
SELECT

POLI.pers_id , PARE.parliament_id
FROM

POLI
LEFT JOIN PARE
ON POLI.pers_id = PARE.pers_id

This query merges information from two dataframes. The ‘POLI’ dataframe contains all politician
level information. The ‘PARE’ dataframe contains who was in what parliament. The ‘LEFT JOIN’
instruction combines (‘joins’) all possibles PARE records (right) to all POLI records (left) from these
two previously separate tables. This query returns the following result:

pers_id parliament_id
1 NL_Stapelkamp_Antoon_1886 NL_NT-TK_1946
2 NL_Stapelkamp_Antoon_1886 NL_NT-TK_1948
3 NL_Stapelkamp_Antoon_1886 NL_NT-TK_1952
4 NL_Borst_Cor_1891 NL_NT-TK_
5 NL_Borst_Cor_1891 NL_NT-TK_1946
6 ... ...

For these first two examples, it would be relatively straightforward to obtain the same result with
built-in r-functions like the ‘merge’ function in the R-base package. In contrast, the following exam-
ple illustrates a case in which that approach would be far less fruitful. This query goes across three
units of analysis (politicians, parliamentary episodes and parliaments) and gives us the variables we
request for those cases where MPs who entered parliament were younger than 35 years old.

Listing 3: Example of a slightly more complicated SQL query
SELECT

POLI.pers_id , POLI.birth_date ,
PARE.parliament_id , PARL.leg_period_start

FROM
POLI LEFT JOIN PARE
ON POLI.pers_id = PARE.pers_id
PARE LEFT JOIN PARL
ON PARE.pers_id = POLI.pers_id

WHERE
birth_date + year(35) < PARL.leg_period_start
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This query returns the dataframe below.

pers_id birth_date parliament_id leg_period_start
1 NL_Wagenaar_Gerben_1912 1947-09-27 NL_NT-TK_1945 1945-01-01
2 NL_Wagenaar_Gerben_1912 1947-09-27 NL_NT-TK_1946 1946-06-05
3 NL_Korthals_Henk_1911 1946-07-03 NL_NT-TK_1945 1945-01-01
4 NL_Korthals_Henk_1911 1946-07-03 NL_NT-TK_1946 1946-06-05
5 NL_lePoole_Jaap_1914 1949-05-21 NL_NT-TK_1945 1945-01-01
6 ... ... ... ...

When dealing with data that goes across multiple units of analysis, like political career data, such
relatively complex extractions are often needed. For example, SQL becomes indispensable if we want
our extracted data to reflect the state of a parliament on the first day after an election. We can run a
set of connected queries and data-manipulations autonomously on the database to generate data in
the required output format needed for graphical inspection and statistical analysis.

The option to continuously update our data and its structures with SQL based autonomous
data-generation pipelines can bring projects into reach that would otherwise remain unattainable.
To that end, three out of seven complexity dimensions (population instability, structural complexity
and output diversity) are best dealt with through the application of a relational database and the
subsequent use of SQL to extract the data we need for our statistical analysis.

To summarise, I have now gone through the details of the outlined dimensions of complexity
of political and social science data-collection projects, highlighting the processes that were used to
extract, maintain and retrieve the data that forms the foundation of this thesis / the PolCa project. I
have also suggested appropriate ways of dealing with them under different circumstances. As such, it
is now appropriate to sketch an overall picture, as depicted in the next section, explaining briefly how
these solutions can be combined.

The complete pipeline

Figure 12 sketches the entire pipeline as it was used in the PolCa project. This pipeline is specifically
tailored to deal with political career data. Depending on what was suggested to the researcher by the
presented decision trees (i.e. figure 4. 6, 9 and 10), each resulting complete pipelinewill look different.
Because the PolCa project scores high onmost complexity dimensions, however, figure 12 in particular
provides a good example of how to approach the semi-autonomous obtainment, maintenance and
extraction of secondary political science data in relatively complex projects.

In this pipeline, the suggested extraction module (see figure 7 above) deals with the information-
point identifiability issues. The matching and triangulation environment (see figure 8 above) ad-
dresses high source diversity. The online multi-user coding environment ‘CodeThing’ assists in the
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processing of large coding volumes. Finally, output diversity is dealt with through the application of
SQL to build an autonomous data generation pipeline. At the core of all this is a relational database,
storing information-points with minimal redundancy. This facilitates an iterative approach to data
management, a necessity for political career data due to its high population instability. This setup
furthermore facilitates the effective and intuitive storage of data with high structural complexity. It
is my conviction that no attempt to process political career data should be made without a pipeline
whose key elements resemble this setup.

Figure 12: A general pipeline for the processing of social science data from secondary sources

Conclusion and discussion

This chapter offered some tools (terminology andways of thinking) researchers can use to talk about,
anticipate, and recognise issues in the collection, maintenance, and usage of secondary social science
data. This classification of issues and solutions should be helpful to researchers preparing for, or cur-
rently involved in, such projects. One principal point is the value of keeping upwith developments in
computer science. Understanding social reality requires data. Social scientists are thus in the business
of information processing and do well to keep up with how to do so effectively. A second key mes-
sage is the importance of strategically planning data collection projects. Early planning will help to
avoid going down costly roads when better alternatives are available. This is likely to be particularly
important for PhD students, and/or when researchers begin new projects where new data will be col-
lected from new sources in unknown formats. We should probably plan this process, more than we
currently do, while investing in pretesting extraction methods and in learning new skills. Doing this
might well make the difference between a successful data collection project and an unsuccessful one.
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